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Manifesta 14, Prishtina, 2022
Dardan Zhegrova’s artistic works are object and performance oriented,
often based around and influenced by poems. His texts deal with both
fictional and experienced events. They are mostly described from the
first-person perspective, addressing an (imaginary) counterpart who is
sought after by the artist.
There are no gender pronouns such as “her” and “him” – the narrative
unfolds between “I” and “You”. Thus, the border between the subject and
the viewer of the work starts to blur. This dissolution of the boundaries
of a traditional narrative form can also be seen within the structure of
time in the poems, which often blur future, present, and past.
In Zhegrova’s work, this breakdown of boundaries also reflects his queer
identity, which oscillates between female and male attributes and deliberately rejects and transcends a normative understanding of gender.
The puppets and personae inhabiting Dardan Zhegrova’s works seem soft
and porous. They are unabashedly vulnerable and weirdly familiar in their
hapless quest for intimacy.
They know what it is to feel unrequited love and aching longing, to grapple with fragile identities in a world not yet comfortable with its queerness. In the video I kissed the kiss on your girlfriend’s cheek, it was still
wet, Zhegrova plunges his artistic persona into a dreamscape of desire.
Here he dares to express – and indeed to own – his yearning for a man
who doesn’t love men.
In Your enthusiasm to tell a story, a series of brightly coloured, humansized voodoo dolls, the artist looks rather to magic to satisfy his longing. Whereas popular culture versions of voodoo revolve around pins and
pain, Zhegrova’s voodoos are all about love. Rather than pins, they have
poems inside them and are meant to be cuddled and cared for.   
-

The “voodoo-doll” series started in 2015 as a physical translation of sympathetic feelings towards someone concrete. Each doll represents a person, mostly someone remote, and his feelings about them and the obsession to be in an emotional relationship with them. Through the projection
of certain feelings towards this “unreachable” person however the feelings can never fulfil themselves hence rest fully in the artists realm and
are hence uncompromised.
The artist starts by writing poems depicting his projections and then records them with his own voice (in english). The file is then put on a mp3player and placed into the “voodoo-doll” where the heart is located. The
colour of the respective dolls is derived from the colour of the poem that
in turn is always based on a certain emotion that the artists associates
to a colour.
The objects are based on “voodoo-dolls” since one tries to access another person remotely through activating those dolls in one way or another.
In the case of his “dolls” however this idea is being reversed since one
needs to get in close proximity in order to hear the poem/story that is very
personal. In his works Dardan explores physical as well emotional proximity and distance and hence all the emotional tropes that are distributed
along this axis.

Installation view, Manifesta 14, Hotel Grand, Prishtina, 2022

Your enthusiasm to tell a story (White), 2015, Mixed media and sound, dimensions variable

Your enthusiasm to tell a story (Gold), 2016, Mixed media and sound, dimensions variable
Your enthusiasm to tell a story (Blue), 2017 Mixed media and sound, dimensions variable

Your enthusiasm to tell a story (Green), 2022, Mixed media and sound, dimensions variable

Your enthusiasm to tell a story (Pink), 2016, Mixed media and sound, dimensions variable

Your enthusiasm to tell a story (Black), 2022, Mixed media and sound, dimensions variable

Exhibtion view, Nothing like home II, LambdaLambdaLambda2, Prishtina, 2022

Installation view, Interference, CCS Bard, curated by Hana Halilaj Hessel Museum, New York

Installation view, A way of pretending that I can fly, I can not, How to be
together, The „Corneliu Mikloși” Public Transport Museum, Timisoara, 2021

Detail, A way of pretending that I can fly, I can not, 2021

Exhibition view, I’m meeting a hybrid of past and now, FRAGILE, Berlin, 2020

I’m meeting a hybrid of past and now, FRAGILE, Berlin, 2020
For his first solo presentation I’m meeting a hybrid of past and now in
Germany at FRAGILE Dardan Zhegrova conceived a new body of work,
which consists of large-sized puppets based on dolls used in traditional
shadow play and a newly recorded sound piece.
The show derives from personal experiences reaching back to the artist’s childhood attending the Dodona Puppet Theatre in his hometown
Prishtina. The latter was founded in the late eighties driven by the idea
to fill the cultural void in the lives of children and adults. During the dissolution of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and the following upheavals in the country, Dodona exceeded its original purpose and
transformed into a classroom, office space, meeting point and enclave
for the Albanian community and culture. Attending the theatre therefore
became a usual habit of the children in Prishtina and inspired Zhegrova
already in his childhood years to create improvisational puppet theatres
at his house.
Revisiting this inspiration today conjures occupation of the artist in his
early years with theatre, role-play and its potential slipping into different characters. On the occasion of the show Zhegrova as well recorded
a poem in which he is addressing this younger self, while reflecting upon
childhood wishes, hopes and ideas from a today perspective. Already in
earlier works the artist would use the potential of auto fictive writing in
order to access alternative realities. This use of language is influenced
by today’s conditions of contemporary life formed by the dominance of
the internet, but as well reflects back on the wish to create independent
spaces of agency.
Looking closely at the phantom-like puppets - especially their symmetrical heads - one is reminded of ritualistic objects like totems, which traditionally borrow forms and shapes from animals and occurrences of nature. The masks attached to the oversized bodies can be turned through
a mechanism on the back and therefore each character not only has one
head but actually two.

This mechanism as well as the general structure and handling of the dolls,
Zhegrova learned over the past months together with a professional puppet maker in Prishtina.

I’m meeting a hybrid of past and now therefore manifests the power of
autodidactic working methods as well unique strategies in transgressing
time and the assumed, static boundaries between the self and the other.
It reveals a sensitivity towards shaping narratives through psychological
moments and the importance of one’s childhood and imagination as powerful tools in the process of self-constitution.
Curated by Cathrin Mayer

Exhibition view, I’m meeting a hybrid of past and now, FRAGILE, Berlin, 2020

Exhibition view, I’m meeting a hybrid of past and now, FRAGILE, Berlin, 2020

Exhibition view, I’m meeting a hybrid of past and now, FRAGILE, Berlin, 2020

Exhibition view, Soft_Ware, Textiles after Technology, Kunsthaus Erfurt, Erfurt, 2020

Exhibition views, Soft_Ware, Textiles after Technology, Kunsthaus Erfurt, Erfurt,
2020

Imagining death. Prishtina, Kosovo 1998, 2019 , Engraved glass, metal, ø 30cm

Open shower. Prishtina, Kosovo 2010, 2019
Engraved glass, metal, ø 30cm

This series of engraved glass-tondi, carry drawings by the artist of everyday scenes - which are partially real and partially fictional. Formally
the tondi remind us of of doorhandles, that carry the imprints or invisible traces of the human touch. For Zhegrova the physical touch is a key
element of human connection that takes a crucial position in his artistic
practice due to his own disconnected reality in Kosovo.

Ride in Basel. Basel, Switzerland 2015, 2019
Engraved glass, metal, ø 30cm

Exhibition view, FOAF Prague 2019, Galeria Stereo, LambdaLambdaLambda and XYZ Collective hosted by SVIT Gallery, Prague, 2019

We All Ran Around the Backyard, Bazament Art Space, Tirana, 2019
I keep dreaming about what is gone, moments that happened and shaped
my identity. What do we talk about when we talk about “the” elephant in
the room?
Moments we hide, stories that hurt, memories that are still alive, that
touched us that touch us again.

We all ran around the backyard features five larger than life figures following each other while dancing, like they want to catch each other. Each
body represents a moment in time, a story more real than the another;
stretched pieces everywhere like they don’t want to miss even a minute,
glass engravings on the bodies like fossils on stones.
Dardan Zhegrova, 2019

Exhibition view, We All Ran Around the Backyard, Bazament Art Space, Tirana, 2019

Exhibition view and detail view, We All Ran Around the Backyard, Bazament Art Space, Tirana, 2019

OWNER OF A LONELY HEART, galerie l’inlassable, Paris, 2019
The exhibition will elaborate on the issue of the modern solitude taking
in consideration its different aspects: personal and sentimental, poetic
and social, but also political, – as a sort of intuitive rumination on this
widely spread phenomenon. The idea of loneliness which we aim to expose will remind you of a tender and nostalgic feeling we have all experienced after an overwhelming night out; a flashback which brings you
back to joyful sensations that are nothing but memories now, pushing you
to seek comfort and consolation that would help you fill the void created
by something already gone.
We are looking to seize the symptoms of solitude and to understand its
premises: the increasing speed of our way of living, the individualism and
distinctiveness dictated by the society, the alienation rooted in the expansion of the digital world, the isolation of subject facing political system, not to mention its fragmentation and self-dispersion in superficial
relationships and, of course, dissatisfaction, frustration et al. Yet above
all, we would like to create a special ambience by speaking very personally about a particular state that each and every one is experiencing in
his life from time to time. What we are trying to depict is an intimate and
somehow vulnerable, slightly melancholic and sometimes anxious version
of “us”. A state in which everyone can recognize him/herself even though
not everyone would be eager to admit it openly.

Your enthusiasm to tell a story (Silver), 2017
Mixed media and sound, appr. 200 x 100 cm, dimensions variable

The anchor of my landscape, LambdaLambdaLambda, Prishtina, 2018
Questions about how we construct our own reality, how it affects our
routine, emotional state and how the former reflects on our behaviour
constitute the subject of Dardan Zhegrova’s latest works. And further,
what separates reality from dreams, daydreaming, fantasy, illusions and
thoughts? How could a proposition exploring this question look like?
By documenting our everyday reality we somehow alter it, change it and
eventually manipulate its perception by the way we document it. Hence
nothing is how it’s portrayed or what it seems, nothing is fixed and definitive, leaving our perception in a constant uncertain state about the
truth. In this line of thought Zhegrova imagines every memory of an event
as double layered- one the one hand the factual one and on the other
hand the constructed one. By transferring digital drawings of himself and
his surroundings on different media as fabric and glass and by creating
multi-layered objects thereof, he is simultaneously highlighting as well as
dissecting the “whole” picture of his own landscape.

Afternoon hangover, 2018
Printed fabric, glass, metal, approx. 60 x 40 cm

Exhibition view, The anchor of my landscape, LambdaLambdaLambda, Prishtina, 2018

Restless cats on the subway, 2018
Printed fabric, glass, metal, approx. 60 x 50 cm

Headache in the air, 2018
Print fabric, glass, metal, approx. 80 x 60 cm

Installation view, FIAC, Paris 2017
The idea of longing for someone or something impalpable is what Dardan
Zhegrova explores in his poetic works that are strongly informed by his
interest in the pair of opposites: proximity and distance. The multimedia
work exhibited at FIAC evolves around the notion of touch and the question of how to preserve the transparent traces thereof in memory and
further how to find a form for that.

rotating for a while, going back at the starting point, 2017
Glass, textile, metal, sound, 200 x 250 x 150 cm, audio 03’50’’
Wallpaper by Tatjana Danneberg

Live Poetry performance, Lucky Pierre (Sometimes I Dream Of a Casual Day) with Adem Hasani, Piano, M, Prishtina, 2016
YouTube link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PB0uNSHr9vE

Installation view, Your enthusiasm to tell a story (Blue, Silver, Gold), Liste Art Fair, Basel, 2017

BLUE
How when i first saw you
I was afraid,
Couldnt imagine a way to be
Laying safely and feeling free.
All our eyes
watching the blue
just for a second
getting through
the deep surface that is you
than just breath
and see the sky
you understand you re getting by
a big whale that knows the truth
but it lefts and thats the proof
you re still alone
its the next moment
now its bigger
the ocean cant end
and there s no trigger
You know sometimes
i just imagine
how these people
just let go
have a day
maybe a show
but than its calm
and really quite
i imagine them to go
home at night

Your enthusiasm to tell a story (Blue), 2017
Mixed media and sound, dimensions variable

a little bright
close their eyes
and just get tight.
think everyone its kind a same
some are fine
but some not sane
some are wrong
and some are right
some they re lost
and some just found.
No its good
good to be here
i needed this
it makes me clear
im still a loner
I need the streets
its where i feel
my heart still beats.
Oh god ereryones head is so big
it has it all
more than this that iam seeing
Its just there inside their head.
what a way to treat someone
kiss him like a bird.
A little bit weak
and a little bit tired
most of the time
not knowing
whats under the table.

I should begin telling you how I feel, 2015
HD-Video, 04’35”, Ed. 5+2AP
(in collaboration with Samuel Weniger)

Exhibition view, Where we meet sometimes at night, bright bright, long talk in white., LambdaLambdaLambda, Prishtina, 2015

Where we meet sometimes at night, bright bright, long talk in white.
LambdaLambdaLambda, Prishtina, 2015
In his first solo-exhibition at LambdaLambdaLambda Where we meet
sometimes at night, bright bright, long talk in white. Dardan Zhegrova
will present an installation that is a materialization of his poem-trilogy
brown-yellow-white into a quasi digitalised human form. The sculpture
creates an environment by which the spectator should be absorbed and
completely immerged into. By oscillating between the public and private
realm the physical interaction with the sculpture shall result in a moment
of collective intimacy.
Dardan Zhegrova’s works play with the flux between language and its
translation into visual representation. In his works emotion is used as
an artistic medium that potentially could act as a means to question our
assumptions about intimacy and expression.
The video I should begin telling you how I feel is a collaborative project
with filmmaker Samuel Weniger.

Where we meet sometimes at night, bright bright, long talk in white., 2015
Mixed media installation, approx. 350 x 250 x 180 cm
including:
I should begin telling you how I feel, 2015
HD-Video, 04’35”, Ed. 5+2AP
(in collaboration with Samuel Weniger)

How you enjoy a lot of moments
never bored - you said you like
when you are numb, all in one line
sitting proud on the ground.
How you touch your back
pulling the shirt up
your skin is soft, inviting to touch.
You look like you know
how to treat a body.
Nothing seems more entertaining
than just being around you
and everything is more important
when it has the touch of you.
People said to not get
big ideas, they might not happen
but I’m at the place now
its all about that
big wishes, huge hopes
to just be close.
How to save all of this
not like memory but as a place
where we meet sometimes at night
bright bright
long talk in white.
Dardan Zhegrova

Exhibition view, Where we meet sometimes at night, bright bright,
long talk in white., LambdaLambdaLambda, Prishtina, 2015

Detail, exhibition view, Where we meet sometimes at night, bright bright, long talk in white., LambdaLambdaLambda, Prishtina, 2015

Artist book, Wish A Dream And Dream A Wish, Sternberg Press, 2021

